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Editorial
Although we’re supposedly now into the
summer we have yet to experience perfect
Lotus weather, however the midweek run to
the Bluebell Railway engine sheds at
Sheffield Park was enjoyed in some tolerable
weather. John P organised the day and
kindly led the convoy of three Elises from
Riverhead, thoughtfully stopping in
Forward
tohe took pity on the optimist
Edenbridge
when
(me!) who’s set-off with the hood down. Not
heavy rain, fine all the time we were moving
forwards, but I had been getting a bit damp
when we stopped in traffic. Chris and Judi
were in the third car, and we met John U at
Sheffield Park. A pleasant run down and a
really interesting day watching steam trains,
nosing around engine sheds and the museum
and chatting to volunteers, all fuelled by tea
and doughnuts.
I also had a very good day out earlier in the
month at Hethel, doing the Lotus Academy
Level 1 driving course, which also included a
tour of the factory, with the day concluding
with a visit to Classic Team Lotus. I know
Richard C did this a while ago and shared his
experiences in a Newsletter last year (can’t
check which because the back issues are still
missing from the website, but Richard is
working on that) so I won’t repeat it, but I can
recommend it as one of the best days out I’ve
had for many years. The chief instructor there
is Martin Donnelly, who was one of the FIA
Stewards at the recent Spanish GP, in which
Hamilton & Rosberg collided. Listening to the
background story to the Stewards’
deliberations was as entertaining as the rest
of the day’s activities. If there is anyone we
should get to a clubnight for a chat, he is the
one!
Next club event, apart from the clubnight, is
the barbeque. Details of this are in a separate
panel, but the important point to note is that
you must advise John U of your menu choice
on or before 18th July.
In the meantime I’m off to the Le Mans
Classic. I’m aware some other members are
going, so hopefully I’ll run into some familiar
faces. Full report next month!

Midweek Run.
Bluebell Railway Museum & Engine Shed.

The BBQ.
The White Rock Inn, Underriver Sunday 24th July.
Marinated Chicken or Lamb or Pork
with jacket potato & mixed salad.

£14.00

10oz. Rump Steak
with jacket potato & mixed salad.

£15.00

Salmon, jacket potato & mixed salad

£16.00

Bread is included with all of the above.
Strawberries & cream or chocolate desert. £6.00
Please let John U. know what your choices are on or
before Monday 18th July.
0208 777 2106

Once again, we’re indebted to Vaughn for more newsletter content, entertaining as ever.
Re-Cycling Old Books
Where some people frequent places of entertainment or enlightenment, I have a very sad habit of visiting
Charity shops in Sevenoaks and the second-hand Oxfam book shop in particular.
So what is this to do with Lotus you may ask, but don’t despair just read on!
Have you ever thought what will happen to your cherished lifetime’s collection of motoring book’s after you
have passed on to another life – if you know what I mean.
No prizes for guessing, they all finish up in your local Charity shop.
Well, it seems some charity shops in Sevenoaks sell specialist books in bulk to professional book
finders/sellers (quick cash, no hassle and keeps their shelves free), but not so the Sevenoaks Oxfam book
shop or so it appears. Occasionally a whole collection of old motoring related books appears and much to
my wife Diana’s annoyance I swoop and add to my increasing collection.
Recently a number of books have been purchased which may be of passing interest to the members of the
NLKG – I hope!
In addition to various Biography’s (Graham Hill, Hunt, Andretti, Stewart, McLaren, Elford and even Alex
Zanardi), one recently acquired book was published in 1984 by David Hodges (ISBN 0 900549 91 2) and is
an acknowledged reference book on the Ford GT40. It contains details and photographs of the cars
construction / development plus numerous racing photographs all taken in period. In the text it stated that in
1963 Ford had two potential designers / builders for the GT40, Colin Chapman - Lotus and Eric Broadly Lola, the latter using a development based upon their existing Lola GT.
We now know the Lola design was eventually chosen although Eric Broadly fell out with Ford due to
constant management interference. At the time Lola was still located in a small garage in Bromley but just
think what may have happened if Lotus had won the contract!
I remember reading in the Mike Lawrence 2002 book “Colin Chapman: Wayward Genius” ( ISBN 1 85983
278 4 ) that Colin Chapman felt thwarted at not getting the Ford contract and decided to build a better car,
the Lotus 30, which turned out to be un-successful!
Another book I recently found was the 1987 Doug Nye book on Stirling Moss with a forward by Juan Manual
Fangio. Apart from the common knowledge that Stirling drove numerous Lotus cars, he also drove an
eclectic range of cars including a Standard 8, Coopers, BRM, MG, Frazer Nash, Kieft, ERA, HMW, Jaguar
and Mercedes and many more.
It is well known that Stirling drove an MG EX 181 Class F speed record car at Bonneville in 1957, but did
you know that on the 3rd September 1956 he attempted to break the Class G 1100cc speed record at Monza
in a Lotus Eleven series 1. Those involved in this attempt included Colin Chapman, Dennis Jenkinson, of
Motor Sport fame and “Dunlop Mac” in attendance.
It involved using the Monza banked track which he reported was very rough and bumpy and was expected
to give the Lotus a hard time. According to the book, the car was prepared with oversize rear tyres, a
special paint finish, the body panel joints taped over and a Frank Costain designed fixed “bubble” canopy
over the driver’s head which required Stirling to squeeze in through a small hinged side door – all very
claustrophobic I suspect.
Continued ...............................

I Quote:
“The oversize rear tyres were fitted and on the bumpy banking they hammered the tail section until it
finally blew off, a rear frame member snapped and the tail mounted battery dropped down to hammer
along the track behind, all at 130 mph- plus. So the attempt was called off, but not before we had taken
the 50km record at 135.54 mph and 50 miles at 132.77 mph.
Frank Costain’s canopy design was most impressive, as the air entered through a slit below the front of
the screen and exited through slots in the Perspex above my head.”
End of Quote:

In the “Colin Chapman: Wayward Genius” book, page 61 states that following this chassis failure, the car
was repaired and the American Mackay Fraser took six International records at Monza with the 1100cc
engine and did a lap at 143mph.
So collecting old books occasionally turns up something of interest to Lotus owners but I suspect Diana
will start to recycle my collection soon, if I don’t watch out!
Vaughn
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